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ABSTRACT  

Biocementation consists on the use of microorganisms (bacteria) to promote the precipitation of calcium carbonate 

(biocement). When this technique is applied in soils or fractured rocks, the biocement which is precipitated can fill voids 

and discontinuities, being easy to apply, not very intrusive and requiring low energy consumption. There are several 

aspects that must be investigated when using living microorganisms for such purpose, mainly related with ensuring the 

environmental conditions for their survival and the maximization of production of biocement. The age of the bacteria and 

the increment of biocement production after increasing the number of inoculations were investigated in the work presented 

in this paper. A microfluidic device was developed to visualize the production of biocement after multiple injections of 

bacteria and feeding solution. These devices allow for an easy and straight forward visualization of small-scale physical, 

chemical and biological processes. The results of injection cycles in microfluidics channel were examined with imaging 

techniques. In parallel, experimental tests were carried out on samples of uniform sand soil, with the objective of 

evaluating the penetration resistance and the calcium carbonate content that was formed, according to the number of 

injections. There was also a verification of the electrical conductivity of the bacterial solutions in use, to guarantee its 

viability. As expected, the production of biocement increased after three injections of bacteria, which is consistent with 

the results found in both microfluidic devices and soil samples. 
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1. Introduction 

The construction sector is one of the biggest 

responsible for high carbon emissions into the 

atmosphere (Chen et al. 2022). According to the Report 

of the Global ABC 2020 (Global Alliance for Buildings 

and Construction) of the United Nations Environment 

Programme, CO2 emissions from the construction 

industry account for about 38% of total global CO2 

emissions. Thus, it is essential to continuously 

investigate methods and solutions, in association with the 

areas of sustainability and conservation, for the 

development of efficient construction technologies 

capable of reducing the energy involved in civil 

engineering projects. 

In the field of biotechnological construction, the use 

of construction materials with less environmental impact 

in comparison to traditional methods can be made 

through the introduction of microorganisms in 

construction processes (Ivanov et al. 2015). The methods 

applied consist in the addition of microorganisms 

(bacteria or enzymes) and additives (Feeding Solution) 

capable of promoting the local formation of binder 

materials (biocement). These techniques involve natural 

chemical processes, which are less intrusive, present a 

lower energy consumption and contribute to the 

substantial improvement of larger area ranges, due to 

their low viscosity and injection pressure. 

Nevertheless, this technique may present some 

limitations because it is energy intensive due to the feed 

required and produces ammonia as a byproduct, which is 

harmful to the environment. 

Evidence of the improvements that result from this 

method are the several possibilities of application that 

arise from it (e.g.: reduce soil permeability; increase 

strength of sands against liquefaction and erosion; 

capture of contaminants, immobilizing heavy metals; 

reduction of permeability in fractured rocks among 

others) (Dejong et al., 2010; Mountassir, et al. 2014, Van 

Paassen et al. 2010, Phillips et al. 2013). Several research 

projects have shown that cracks filled with bacteria, 

nutrients and sand present a significant increase in 

compressive strength, stiffness and decreased 

permeability when compared to cases without bacteria 

(Siddique et al. 2011; Al-Thawad, S. 2011).  

The risk of low biological activity may be insufficient 

to promote urea hydrolysis, a crucial domain for the 

development and application of this method in real 

environment conditions. In the context of soil 

stabilization, in a real setting, the injection of 

microorganisms may result in a non-homogeneous 

distribution or, possibly, in a scenario of competition or 

predation with native organisms, which difficult the 

creation of conditions and increases the study complexity 

in laboratorial environment (Phillips et al. 2013). Adding 

to that, expanding from laboratory scale to field scale is 

one of the largest challenges in this area (van Paassen et 

al. 2010) due to the large quantities necessary and 

homogeneity issues. In addition to the scale effects, the 

environmental and nutritional conditions of bacterial 

solutions and the dosages applied, contribute to the 



 

success of the treatment (Whiffin 2004; Stocks-Fischer et 

al. 1999). 

Soil behaviour and performance are directly related to 

micro or nano scale conditions. Recently, microfluidic 

devices have been used to monitor calcite precipitation in 

a controlled environment. Microfluidics devices allow 

the manipulation of small amounts of fluid, from the use 

of channels with dimensions from tens to hundreds of 

micrometers. One of the most recent methods of analysis 

corresponds to the use of microfluidic devices, due to 

their manufacturing versatility (flexible materials such as 

polymeric materials are usually used), their optical 

transparency and their extensive applicability, in 

particular in the investigation and visualization of small-

scale physical, chemical and biological processes in the 

areas of chemical, biological, medical and environmental 

engineering (Pattanayak et al. 2021; Shu et al. 2022). 

 The introduction of microfluidic platforms in the 

study of micro-scale behaviour for geotechnical 

engineering applications is quite recent. Microscale 

experiments to verify calcium carbonate precipitation 

were performed by researchers to understand the 

influence of the variation of treatment procedures (for 

example, injection velocity, channels geometry, number 

of injections, injections strategies and others), relating 

CaCO3 precipitation extension with the final size of the 

crystals, flow conditions and bacterial cell effects on 

precipitation (Wang et al. 2019).  

In this paper, a microfluidic device was developed to 

visualize the production of biocement after three 

injections of bacteria and feeding solution. In parallel, 

experimental tests were carried out on samples of 

uniform sand soil, with the objective of evaluating the 

penetration resistance and amount of precipitated 

calcium carbonate content for this number of injections. 

The results found in both tests were compared for 

validation of the visualization process adopted.  

 

2. MICP process (Microbiologically Induced 
Calcite Precipitation) 

The biomineralization process using bacteria is 

usually called Microbiologically Induced Calcite 

Precipitation (MICP). Its occurrence is dependent on 

three main components: urea source (CO(NH2)2), 

calcium source (usually calcium chloride, CaCl2) and the 

intervention of the urease enzyme. The urease enzyme 

can be found in a wide range of microorganisms and 

plants. The most applicable biological agents in civil 

engineering are represented by bacteria, and the most 

used bacterial species is Sporosarcina Pasteurii, of 

nonpathogenic character and with a high production 

capacity of urease.  

MICP initiates with the intervention of the urease 

enzyme, responsible for hydrolysis of urea in ammonia 

and carbonic acid (Eq.1). The existence of ammonia and 

the pH increase allows the production of OH- ions (Eq. 

2). In the presence of calcium ions (CaCl2), calcium 

carbonate (CaCO3) (Eq. 3) production occurs. 
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Calcium carbonate can present three crystal forms: 

calcite (more stable carbonate under environmental 

conditions), aragonite (high pressure carbonate) and 

vaterite (unstable hydrated carbonate) (Al-Thawad 

2011). Calcite is intended, but vaterite is usually found in 

a secondary, metastable or transitional phase in the 

formation of calcite (Phillips et al. 2013). One of the 

main challenges in optimizing the MICP process 

corresponds to the type of crystal formed, compromising 

the effectiveness of the treatment and its durability (case 

of vaterite, of unstable nature) (Ivanov et al. 2015). 

 

3. Microfluidic device 

3.1. Description of the device 

To evaluate the MICP process in small-scale 

fractures, microfluidic devices with controlled-size 

channels were used. The structures allowed for a detailed 

observation of the phenomena depending on the number 

of injections performed. For this purpose, a structure 

composed of 2 acrylic plates (50 x 24 mm), with a 

thickness of 3 mm each and a 2 mm wide channel, 

manufactured through a CNC Milling Machine, was 

dimensioned. Each end of the channel had a 

corresponding inlet and outlet built, at the entrance and 

exit of the fluid in the system. The parts were coupled 

with 6 steel screws (M3 x 10 mm), and an rubber seal 
was installed to make sure that the manufactured 

channels were properly sealed. Later, connectors were 

manufactured to attach to the water inlet and outlet 

channels as to ensure a controlled, leak-free injection 

process. The size of the channel was designed following 

similar experiments by Mountassir et al. (2014)  

Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the 

projected plates and Fig. 2 shows the final configuration 

of the plate and its elements.  

 
Figure 1.  Schematic representation of the top and base plates.  



 

 
Figure 2. Final plate configuration. a. Metal connecting tubes 

(Ø 0.8 mm; length: 15 mm); b. Screws M3 x 10 mm; c. rubber 

seal, e:1 mm; d. Connectors (0.4 x 0.4 mm); e. Polyethylene 

tube (PE-60, fits 20 ga, 0.03 x 0.048 in). 

3.2. Microscope Visualization 

The tests performed consisted in injecting bacteria, 

followed by injecting feeding solution after 5 minutes (52 

µL of each). The channel was completely filled and the 

precipitation of biocement was monitored and recorded 

by an optical microscope (AmScope) that allows the 

capture of video and digital imaging (Fig. 3).  

 

 
Figure 3.  Visualization of the microfluidics device under the 

optical microscope. 

The images captured during the tests were processed 

using the ImageJ processing and analysis software. 

Specific tools were used to identify and quantify areas of 

formed biocement. Fig. 4 shows a process schema of the 

process adopted to define its quantification. 

The quantification of the amount of precipitated 

biocement is done by applying the threshold function, 

creating binary images that make it possible to identify 

areas with calcium carbonate. The quantity of biocement 

can be quantified as the percentage of area of the pixels 

corresponding to biocement in the total area analysed, 

using Eq. 4. 
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Figure 4. Image treatment process for quantification of 

calcium carbonate formed. 

 

4. Liquid Samples 

4.1. Bacteria and feeding solution 

The bacteria species adopted were Sporosarcina 

pasteurii from American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC Strain 11859, American Type Culture 

Collection). The bacteria concentration adopted for the 

treatments was ~108 cells/mL. The feeding solution was 

prepared with urea (0.5 M) and calcium chloride (0.5 M). 

4.2. Urease activity through electrical conductivity 

The urease activity helps to understand if bacteria are 

alive, because it measures the consumption of urease 

enzyme in a fluid where both bacteria and urea are 

present in controlled quantities. The electrical 

conductivity presents a linear increase due to MICP 

reactions, producing ammonium ions. The solution 

becomes more conductive due to the presence of 

ammonium ions (positively charged), resulting from the 

hydrolysis of urea. Consequently, the concentration of 

ionic products is proportional to the conductivity of the 

solution. In this paper it was measured for the fresh 

bacteria to confirm their viability.  

The experiment was carried out following the 

protocol defined by Harkes (2009). For this, 0.5 mL of 

the culture was added to test tubes containing 4.5 mL of 

urea solution (1.1 M), followed by homogenization. 

Measurements were performed every minute, in an 

interval of 5 minutes using a conductivimeter (Crison 

MM41). The conductivity variation rate (mS.cm-1min-1) 

was determined by the slope of the linear regression line 

of conductivity measurements along time. As defined by 

Harkes, (2009), an increase of 1mS in urease solution is 

equivalent to the hydrolysis of 11mM urea/min.  

 

5. Methodology 

5.1. Sand used and soil sample preparation 

The samples were prepared in cylindrical flasks 

(r=1.5 cm) with a drainage base layer, formed by gravel 

(D50=3 mm) with a height of 0.5 cm. The soil used was a 

uniform grading sized sand (Reference: APAS 30) with 

a height of 2 cm, placed above the base layer. An orifice 

(Outlet) of 0.5 cm in diameter was carved in the base 

layer to allow the flow of the injected fluid into the 
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samples and its consequent extraction. The two layers 

were separated by a filter paper (Fig. 5). 

 

 
Figure 5.  Photograph of a soil sample. 

According to the unified soil classification, APAS 30 

sand is a poorly graded sand (SP) with quartzite, quartz 

and feldspar minerals. The mean diameter of particles is 

D50= 0.3 mm and the uniformity coefficient (Cu) is 2 

(Rodríguez, et al., 2022). The volumetric weight of solid 

particles is 26.8kN/m3. The samples were prepared to 

have void ratio e=0.78, which corresponds to a dry 

volumetric weight of 15 kN/m3. 

The treatment fluids were injected in the soil surface 

and the treatment was repeated for three days (I-one 

injection, II-two injections and III-three injections) (Fig. 

6). One injection was applied each day, with the 

following quantities: 1/3 void volume of distilled water, 

1/3 void volume of bacterial solution and 1/3 void 

volume of feeding solution.  

 
Figure 6. Example of testing strategy. 

The tests were carried out on 6 sand samples (A1 to 

A3; B1 to B3), for each number of injections. The 

difference betwen the samples A and B is the age of the 

bacteria used. Bacteria A were injected still fresh, while 

bacteria B were 6 days old, being stored in the fridge 

prior to its injection into the soil. 

 

5.2. Penetrometer Test 

The treated sand samples were tested with 

penetrometers (CONTROLS Geopocket dial 

penetrometer, model 16-T0161). This equipment allowed 

for a quick determination of the penetration strength (Fig. 

7). Its readings are determined through the pressing of the 

plunger into the soil, up to the groove line. The plunge 

used has a 6.4 mm in diameter and a inner dial scale that 

ranges from 0 to 6.0 kg/cm2. The surface of the soil 

samples was flattened as much as possible, to reduce 

error in this test and strength was measured in a full 

saturation state. 

 

 
Figure 7. Penetrometer used for the tests (CONTROLS 

Geopocket). 

5.3. Carbonate content in sand samples 

The calcium carbonate content was determined by a 

leaching test, using hydrochloric acid (HCl, 0.5M). The 

dissolution of calcium carbonate results in solid mass loss 

(Fig. 8). The percentage of calcium carbonate is the 

relation between the dry mass lost and the initial dry mass 

(Eq. 5), where m1 corresponds to the initial dry sand 

mass and m2 to the dry sand mass after the leaching test. 
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Figure 8. Leaching test to determine calcium carbonate 

content. 

 

6. Results and discussion 

6.1. Urease activity to check the viability of bacteria 

The activity of the fresh bacteria used in both 

microfluidic device and soil was measured after being 

injected for the first time. The evolution of electrical 

conductivity measured along time is presented in Fig. 9. 

Based on the results, the bacterial solution used 

throughout the tests presented a hydrolyzed urea value of 

6.73 mM urea/hour for a slope of 0.0102 mS/cm/min. 

This confirms that the bacteria in use are viable for the 

study. 

 The urease activity was measured by Cardoso et al. 

(2023) along several days for different lots of bacteria. It 

was possible to confirm that this bacteria species 

maintains urease activity for 6 days, followed by a fast 

reduction at the end of 10 days of age. This determined 

the time interval chosen for this study. 

 



 

 
Figure 9.  Variation of electrical conductivity over time for 

the fresh bacteria used. 

6.2. Microscope Visualisation of Microfluidic Device  

Fig. 10 shows the images of the microfluidic channel 

captured by the optical microscope throughout the 

various injections (I, II and III) and their treatment 

performed with the ImageJ software.  

 

 
Figure 10. Images captured in the microfluidic channel with 

0, I, II and III injections and respective image processing 

result (Binary Image). The white zones correspond to the 

biocement. 

The zones of the channel observed in the microscope 

selected were defined by using a rectangular yellow 

stiker with a circular opening, presented in Fig. 3. Only 

the inner zone of this marker were analysed, identified 

with a square in  Fig. 10. The processed images were 

converted in binary images (white or black pixels) when 

the Threshold functionality was applied. The white spots 

in the binary images represent the areas where biocement 

is present. 

It is possible to observe that the areas where the white 

spots concentrate increase in size with an increasing 

number of injections. A functionality was applied over 

the treated images, which allowed to quantify the areas 

with the presence of biocement (white pixels) in the total 

area observed. The percentage of biocement was 

computed using Eq. 4 previously presented. The results 

are presented in Fig. 11, where it is possible to observe 

the increment of carbonate formation according to an 

increasing number of injections.  The value found for the 

last injection, however, has some negative influence on 

the photography of light reflections. 
 

 
Figure 11. Amount of calcium carbonate formed as a function 

of the number of injections. 

6.3. Penetrometer Test 

Through the tests with the penetrometer on the treated 

sand samples, an increase in the penetration strength was 

observed, which is a result of the increased number of 

injections (Fig. 12). The values measured in samples A 

are higher than those measured in samples B. This was 

already expected considering the age of the bacteria and 

the experience on the evolution of urease activity along 

large periods of time. All results were higher or equal to 

the control sample, saturated with water (20 kPa). 

Independently from the age of the bacteria, the 

penetration strength measured continued increasing with 

increasing number of injections, being the highest values 

measured for the samples treated with three injections 

(samples III). This indicates that biocement continued to 

precipitate. The increment observed along time followed 

similar paths for both samples A and B. The strength 

measured at the end of three injections for samples A was 

8 times bigger than the one measured after one injection, 

while for samples B it was 7.5 times bigger than the one 

measured after one injection. Nevertheless, the strength 

measured in samples A was larger than that measured in 

samples B (except after the second injection), which may 

be explained by the largest activity of fresh bacteria. 
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Figure 12. Results of penetration strength with the number of 

injections. 

6.4. Carbonate content in sand samples (%CaCO3) 

Fig. 13 shows the values of the calcium carbonate 

content precipitated after one, two and three injections. 

As expected, and in accordance with the penetration 

strengths measured, the calcium carbonate content 

increased with the number of injections, reaching values 

of 3.78% in samples A and 2.54% in samples B after the 

third injection. As for the compression strength, the 

differences of the final values for samples A and B are 

associated to the age of bacteria. The ultimate difference 

is in the final amount of calcium carbonate content, 

which is 1.24%.   

 

 
Figure 13.  Content of calcium carbonate with the number of 

injections. 

6.5. Joint analysis of the results 

The results found in visual observations using the 

microfluidic device and in the soil samples are consistent, 

as both confirm that the amount of biocement 

precipitated has increased according to the increase of the 

number of injections. The relation between the 

penetration strength and the percentage of calcium 

carbonate for samples A and B is presented in Fig. 14. 

Both samples fit perfectly the same linear relationship, 

which confirms that this strength is caused by the 

presence of precipitated calcium carbonate. Although the 

age of bacteria influences the amount of biocement 

precipitated, and therefore the final compression strength 

achieved, the treatment remains viable for the age 

interval which was considered. The linear relationship 

will also be valid for a limited interval. 

 

 
Figure 14. Relationship between the calcium carbonate and 

penetration strenght. 

7. Conclusions 

A microfluidic device was used in this study to 

visualize the precipitation of biocement for three 

successive injections of bacteria.  As expected, a higher 

number of injections determined an increase of the 

formation of precipitate, observed through the use of this 

device and also in the parallel tests performed in the soil 

samples. The values of penetration strength and 

carbonate content also increased with a growing number 

of injections. Similar paths were observed in the soil 

samples for the different ages of bacteria tested, probably 

because the oldest bacteria were still viable.   

This study and the development of small-scale MICP 

visualization platforms was important to understand the 

visualization techniques in terms of dimensions, light, 

sealing and injection forms in the microfluidic device.  

The experiments using microfluidics devices will allow 

to assess the conditions on a microscale and to 

understand the influence of the treatment method 

adopted, related to the extent of precipitation of CaCO3. 

The identification of treatment conditions such as the 

dosages adopted and the period of application after the 

manufacture of bacteria is of utmost importance for 

understanding the precipitation mechanisms and 

optimizing this treatment. 
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